
Year 1 Problems and Investigations 
Spring 

Week 1 

Title: Calculating caterpillars Skills practised: 
• Add and subtract 1 to/from 2-digit numbers 
• Add and subtract 10 to/from 2-digit numbers 

Children add and subtract 1 and 
10 in order to reach targets. 
Conjecture: It is possible to make many different numbers by adding/subtracting 1/10 four 
times, including the starting number. 
What to do: 
Children work individually or in pairs. 
 

1. Children start with 45, then add and subtract as they move along the caterpillar. 
What number do they finish on? They write this in the last segment. 

 
2. Ask children to make their own calculating caterpillar, beginning at 45. They write 

+10, -10, +1 or -1 in each segment (see resource with child sheet). 
3. Can children make a caterpillar starting at 45, and ending at 43? 
4. Can they make a caterpillar starting at 45, and ending at 5? 
5. Can they make a caterpillar starting at 45, and ending at 14? 
6. What other numbers can they make? 
7. Can they make up a caterpillar starting at 45, and ending at 45? Can they see a trick 

to do this really easily? 
 
HINT: Ask children to think what happens when you add 10, then subtract 10. 
 
Children could make their own length caterpillar. 
 
CHALLENGE: Can they make a REALLY long caterpillar which starts on 45 and ends with 45? 
 
Aims: 

– To use trial and improvement 
– To begin to understand inverse operations 

 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

20 

 

  



Week 2 

Title: Cross sums Skill practised: 
• Adding three single-digit numbers 

 
Children arrange numbers 1 to 5 on a cross to 
show that the row and column have the same 
total. 
Conjecture: It is possible to arrange numbers 1 to 5 in a cross such that the row and column 
have the same total. We can say how many ways there are to do this. 
What to do: 
Children work individually or in pairs. 
 
Children will need a set of 1 to 5 digit cards. 

1. Ask children to arrange their five cards in a cross like this: 

 1  
2 3 4 
 5  

 
2. They find the total of the three numbers going down, i.e. 1 + 3 + 5, and then a total 

of the three numbers going across, i.e. 2 + 3 + 4. What do they notice? 
3. Ask them to keep 3 in the middle but rearrange the other cards so that both lines on 

the cross still have the same total. 
4. Ask children to put 1 in the middle and see if they can place the other cards so that 

each line has the same total. But this total will be different from before! 
 

Children repeat this with 2, 4 and 5 in the middle. Which middle numbers are possible and 
which aren’t? What do children notice about the central numbers which are possible? 
 
CHALLENGE: Can children say how many ways are possible in all? 
 
Can children apply what they have learnt to arrange numbers 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in a cross, with 
each line having the same total? 
 
Aims:  

– To use trial and improvement 
– To understand that some central numbers give 

possible solutions and others don’t 
– To find a total number of ways and demonstrate 

that this is all the possible solutions 
 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

10 

 

  



Week 3 

Title: Coins in my pockets Skills practised: 
• Adding 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins Children use clues, and trial and improvement to 

find different combinations of coins with a total 
of 20p. 
Conjecture: We can find at least one way of making 20p using 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins. 
What to do: 
Children work in pairs. 
 
Each pair will need a copy of the special coat (see resource with child sheet) and also some 
1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins (use real money). 
 
Explain the following problem to children: 

1. I have three pockets in my special coat. 
2. I have 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins and at 

least 1 of each. 
3. Your job is to guess what coins I have in 

each pocket! 
 

4. Say that children will have clues to help 
them to work out which coins are in the 
pockets. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set a new but related problem: 

5. I do not have a 10p coin but I still have 20p. All the clues are still true. What coins are 
in my pockets this time? 

 
CHALLENGE: How many ways are there of arranging 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins in the three 
pockets so that all the clues are true? 
 
Aims:  

– To use clues to find a solution to a logic puzzle 
– To use trial and improvement to find different 

combinations 
 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

10 

  

• Every pocket has at least one coin in it 
• No pocket has more than 3 coins 
• In one pocket all the coins are the same 
• One pocket has three different coins 
• I have 20p in total! 



Week 4 

Title: My new watch Skills practised: 
• Telling the time to the half hour 

on an analogue clock 
• Writing digital times 

Children use analogue clocks to try out different 
o’clock and half past times. They find all the 
possible different times between midnight and 
midday! 
Conjecture: We can find all the possible o’clock and half past times between midday and 
midnight. 
What to do: 
Children work in pairs. 
 
Children will need analogue clocks – one per pair. 
 

1. Ask children to use their clocks to show an o’clock 
time, e.g. 4 o’clock. 
 

2. They write the time any way they like, e.g. 4 o’clock 
or 4:00. 

 
3. Ask children to show a half past time,  

e.g. half past 2. 
 

4. They write the time any way they like,  
e.g. half past 2 or 2:30. 
 

5. Ask children to work out how many possible o’clock 
and half past o’clock times they can show between 
midday and midnight. 

 

 
 
 
CHALLENGE:  Can they demonstrate that they have every possible o’clock and half past time 
between these two times? 
 
Aims: 

– To sequence a search so as to ensure that all possibilities 
are tried 

– To demonstrate that all possible cases have been found 
 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

N/A 

  

• Midnight is 12 o’clock in the middle of the night! 
• Midday is 12 o’clock at lunch time 
• All the times you make must be o’clock or half 

past times 
 

 



Week 5 

Title: Odds and evens Skills practised: 
• Recognising odd and even numbers 
• Adding single-digit numbers 

 

Children use number shapes to find totals 
of odd and even numbers, to see if they 
can find any rules. 
Conjecture: If you add two even numbers you get an even answer. If you add two odd 
numbers you get an odd answer. (NB This conjecture is wrong, but the children may enjoy 
proving it to be so!) 
What to do: 
Children work individually or in pairs. 
 
Children will need a set of 1 to 10 number shapes, e.g. Numicon™. 

1. Remind children that even numbers end in 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8 and odd numbers end in 1, 
3, 5, 7 or 9. 

2. Ask children to find two even numbers amongst their number shapes. They put 
them together to form a rectangle if they can. Is their answer odd or even? 

 
 

3. Repeat with other pairs of even numbers. What happens? 
4. Now ask children to add two odd numbers, again trying to get them to form a 

rectangle. Is their answer odd or even? 

 
5. Repeat with other pairs of odd numbers. 
6. Finally, they find an odd number and an even number, and add these together. 

What happens this time? 

 
 

7. Repeat with another pair, one odd and one even. What do children notice about the 
answers? 
 

Can children write a rule for each combination? For example: 
even + even =  
odd + odd =  
even + odd =  

 
CHALLENGE: What happens if children add three even numbers? Three odd numbers? Two 
odd and one even? Two evens and one odd? 
  
Aim:  

– To begin to find and test a rule 
 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

10  



Week 6 

Title: Pairs in purses Skills practised: 
• Knowing the value of each digit in a 2-

digit number 
• Showing a 2-digit number by combining 

groups of ten and one 

Children use reasoning and logic to work 
out pairs of 2-digit amounts that can be 
made in the two purses given only ten 
coins. 
Conjecture: We can find all the possible pairs of amounts using ten coins altogether, and 
only 10p and 1p coins. 
What to do: 
Children work in pairs. 
Each pair will need a copy of the purses (see resource with child sheet), ten 10p and ten 1p 
coins. 

1. Tell children that they are going 
to make amounts of money using 
EXACTLY ten coins. They can be 
10ps or 1ps or a mixture of both.   

2. Say that the coins must be split 
between two purses. 

3. Give an example: You could have 
three 10p coins and two 1p coins in one purse and two 10p coins and three 1p coins 
in the second purse. That is ten 
coins in all. 

4. Ask children to write the two 
amounts for this example: 32p 
and 23p 

5. You could have six 10p coins and 
one 1p coin in one purse and just 
three 1p coins in the second purse. That is ten coins in all. 

6. Ask children to write the two amounts: 61p and 3p 
7. You could have one 10p coin and five 1p coins in one purse and three 10p coins and 

one 1p coin in the second purse. That is ten coins in all. 
8. Ask children to write the two amounts: 15p and 31p 
9. Ask children to find lots of different pairs of amounts that can be made using JUST 

ten coins. They write them all down. 
 
What pair of numbers can you make which are as close as possible to each other, so that 
there is almost the same in each purse? 
What pair of numbers can you make so that there is as much as possible in one purse and 
as little as possible in the other, so that there is the biggest difference between the purses? 
 
CHALLENGE: Can children find another pair which has reversed digits – like 32p and 23p? 
 
Aim: 

– To use logic and reasoning to find different amounts 
using just ten coins 
 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

20 



Week 7  

Title: Four towers Skills practised: 
• Comparing heights 
• Beginning to understand difference 

 

Children arrange four towers such that 
the difference between neighbouring 
towers is at least two. 
Conjecture: It is possible to find more than one way to arrange four towers of 4, 5, 6 and 
7 cubes such that neighbouring towers have a difference of two or more. 
What to do: 
Children work individually or in pairs. 
 

1. Each child/pair needs to make four towers of cubes, one each of 4, 5, 6 and 7 
cubes. 
 

 
 

2. Challenge them to arrange the towers so that any pair of next door towers have a 
difference of 2 or more, i.e. one tower is 2 or more cubes taller than its 
neighbour. 

3. Can they now find a different way to do this? 
4. How many ways are there? Can they show that they have them all? 

 
CHALLENGE: Can children use what they have learned, to do the same with four towers 
made from 5, 6, 7 and 8 cubes? Or four other numbers between 5 and 10? 
 
Aims: 

– To use trial and improvement 
– To understand that some problems have more than 

one answer 
– To persevere! 

 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

10 

  



Week 8 

Title: Fill the bucket! Skills practised: 
• Estimating and measuring capacity in 

cupfuls 
• Subtracting a small number 

Children estimate then measure the 
capacity of a bucket, and play a game 
filling it. 
Conjecture: It is impossible to fill a bucket as part of a water race without spilling some 
water! 
What to do: 
Children work in a group of three pairs, outside with an adult. 
Each pair needs a small bucket (e.g. one used for sandcastles, all three buckets need to 
be the same) and a plastic cup (all three need to be the same size). The group need a 
large container which holds at least four buckets of water (e.g. water tray or large 
plastic storage box). The adult needs a scoreboard, e.g. a chalkboard and easel. 
 
Say that children are going to have a water race! There are three challenges which 
include playing a game filling a bucket with cups of water, and later working out how 
much water they spilt! 
Draw a table on the scoreboard.  

 
Challenge Names of first pair Names of second pair Names of third pair 
Challenge 1    
Challenge 2    
Challenge 3    
TOTAL    

 
Challenge 1 
1. Place each bucket a set distance, e.g. 5 metres from the large container. 
2. When you say ‘go,’ the first child from each pair fills their cup with water from 

the large container, runs to their bucket and empties the cup of water into it. 
They then run back and hand the empty cup to the other child who does the 
same. Repeat until their bucket is full. 

3. As each child empties their cup into the bucket, draw a tally on the bottom of 
the scoreboard. Keep these tallies for Challenge 2. 

4. The first pair to fill their bucket earn 3 points. The second pair earn 2 points and 
the third earn 1 point. Add these points to the scoreboard. 

5. Each pair add up their tallies to find out how many times they filled their cup in 
order to fill the bucket. 

 
Challenge 2 
1. Each pair estimate how many cups of water will fill the bucket. 
2. Once all three pairs have made an estimate, each pair then measure the 

capacity of their bucket using the cup. Which pair’s estimate was closest? 
3. Give the winning pair 3 points, the second pair 2 points and the third pair 1 

point. Children empty the water from the buckets back into the large container. 
Was the same number of cups that the bucket holds the same number of cups that 
they used to fill the bucket in Challenge 1? If not, why not? 



Challenge 3 
1. Their challenge now is to work out how much water they must have spilt! For 

example if the bucket holds 10 cups and they filled 13 cups, they must have spilt 
3 cups of water. Children can use a bead string or number line to help them to 
work out the answer. Help them to find the difference between the number of 
cups the bucket holds and the numbers of times they filled the cup. 

2. The pair who spilt least water win this challenge and score 3 points. The next 
pair score 2 points and the third pair score 1 point. 
 
Ask each pair to add up their three scores. Which pair won overall? 

 
Aims: 

– To consolidate understanding of capacity 
– To begin to understand the concept of difference in 

context 
– To solve a problem arising a practical context 

 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

2 

  



Week 9 

Title: Pyramid sums Skills practised: 
• Adding pairs of single-digit numbers 

using known facts and counting on 
• Adding pairs of numbers up to 20 by 

counting on 

Children place three numbers in the 
bottom row of an addition pyramid and 
see that it is possible to end up with 
different numbers at the top. 
Conjecture: Moving the same three numbers around in the bottom row of an addition 
pyramid changes the number at the top. 
What to do: 
Children work individually or in pairs. 
 
Children will need sheet of pyramids to record their working (see resource with child 
sheet). 

1. Ask children to write the numbers 4, 5 and 6 in the bottom row of the pyramid, 
in that order. 

 

  

4 5 6 
 

2. Explain that they need to add 4 and 5, and write the answer in the square 
above. Then they add 5 and 6 and write the answer in the square above. 

3. Next they add these two answers to give the number at the top of the pyramid 
(i.e. 9 and 11 to give 20). 

4. Ask children to put the numbers 4, 5 and 6 in the bottom row of a new pyramid 
BUT this time in a different order. They add the numbers in the same way and 
find out if they get a different number at the top. 

5. Repeat to find different top numbers using 4, 5 and 6 in different orders in the 
bottom row. 

 
How many different top numbers can they find? 
What is the biggest top number that they can find? What number needs to be in the 
middle of the bottom row to make this happen? Why? 
What is the smallest top number that they can find? What number needs to be in the 
middle of the bottom row to make this happen? Why? 
 
CHALLENGE: Children could add an extra row to their pyramid and use numbers 1, 2, 3 
and 4 in that bottom row. 
 
Aims: 

– To investigate if different possible answers can be 
found 

– To realise the effect of placing numbers in different 
places 
 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

12 

  



Week 10 

Title: 10 to 50 challenge Skills practised: 
• Adding single-digit numbers to two-digit 

numbers 
• Bridging 10s when adding 
• Using number facts and patterns to add 

Children find which numbers from 5 
to 7 they can add repeatedly to 10 
to land exactly on 50. 

Conjecture: If you start at 10 and keep adding the same number again and again, you 
only land exactly on 50 if you choose to add 5. (NB This conjecture is wrong, but the 
children might enjoy proving it to be so!) 
What to do: 
Children work individually or in pairs. 
 
Each child/pair needs either a bead string or a sheet of 0 to 50 beaded lines to help (see 
resource with child sheet). It would be helpful to enlarge the beaded lines onto A3 
paper. 
 

1. Ask children to start at 10 and add 5, again and again until they reach 50. They 
can use a bead string or beaded line to help. 

2. Ask children to start at 10 and this time add 6 again and again until they 
reach/pass 50. Do they land on 50 this time? 

3. Explain that children are to investigate which numbers from 4, 5, 6 and 7, they 
can add repeatedly to 10 and land EXACTLY on 50. 

4. They should record with ticks and crosses which numbers from 4 to 7 ‘work’. 
 
Do children see any patterns in the sequence of numbers when adding that they can 
use to help them? 
 
Which numbers could they subtract repeatedly from 50 and land exactly on 10? Do 
they need to work out the subtractions? 
 
CHALLENGE: Children start on 10, and choose their own multiple of 10 to finish on. 
Which numbers can they repeatedly add to land EXACTLY on their target numbers? Can 
they guess any before they start? Which number always works whichever target 
multiple of 10 they choose? 
 
Aims: 

– To spot and use patterns 
– To begin to make and test predictions 

 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected 

40  

  



Week 11 

Title: Mr Know it All! Skills practised: 
• Finding ways to make amounts from 

10p to 20p 
• Finding totals of single-digit prices 

using known facts or counting on 

Children find out which amounts of 
money from 10 to 20p can be made 
using 10p, 5p, 2p and 1p coins, using 
no more than one of each. 
Conjecture: It is possible to make any amount from 10p to 20p by combining 1p, 2p, 5p 
and 10p coins, using no more than one of each. (NB Mr Know It All’s conjecture is 
wrong, but the children might enjoy proving him to be wrong!) 
What to do: 
Children work individually or in pairs. 
 
Each child/pair needs one of each of the following coins: 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p. Some may 
find it helpful to have a 0 to 20 penny line (see resource with child sheet). 
 

1. Say that ‘Mr Know It All’ has one 10p coin, one 5p coin, one 2p coin and one 1p 
coin. He thinks he can now make any amount of money from 10p to 20p. 

 

 
 
2. Can he make 10? Obviously, yes! Ask child/pair to make 11p, and then 12p. So 

far he is right! Do you think he can make EVERY amount from 10p to 20p? He 
only has ONE of each coin. I wonder… 

3. Ask children to investigate his claim. They should record their findings with a 
tick by each amount possible and a drawing of the coins they used, and a cross 
by any amounts which are not possible. 
 

CHALLENGE: If Mr Know It All also had a 20p coin, which amounts from 20p to 30p do 
you think he could make? How do you know? What amounts from 30p to 40p could he 
make? 
  
Aims: 

– To prove a conjecture to be wrong 
– To work systematically to find all possibilities 
– To record their findings 

 

Minimum number of 
calculations 

expected 
9 

 


